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Which do you prefer: Dogs or cats? Coke
or Pepsi? Sweet or salty? Nike or Adidas?
There is surely no right answer, but one
thing is for certain: there are some things
that people will never agree on. If you’re an
investor you were probably waiting for
“Active or Passive?” to come next.
The debate whether active management or
passive management is better has been
around for ages and does not appear to be
going away any time soon. We decided to
explore the topic to see if we could crack
the code once and for all. Take a moment
to read our whitepaper to get our insights
into the matter and our alternative view on
how these strategies should be defined.

WHAT IS PASSIVE MANAGEMENT?
Passive management is an investing strategy that is designed to replicate an index. This is
done by allocating to the same constituents that make up the index. Passive investing
strategies have become extremely popular for a multitude of reasons, but two stick out quite
profoundly: lower fees and underperformance of their active peers. Due to the ability for
passive strategies to “set it and forget it” and allow the strategy to mimic the index, costs for
these investments have literally been driven to zero in some cases. Fidelity was the first firm to
roll out the zero-cost mutual fund and now has four funds with expense ratios of zero1. They
are not alone either, Salt Financial2 and SoFi3 are both hot on Fidelity’s heels with their zero
expense ratio ETFs.
Underperformance has become a pain point for active management and a golden ticket for
passive management. This underperformance has led investors in the masses to ditch
expensive actively managed strategies and opt for their passively managed equivalent.
Recency bias, or the expectation
of recent trends to continue

PERCENTAGE OF LARGE CAP FUNDS
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forever, could be partly to blame
for the massive shift in strategy
preference. However, the facts are
rather astounding, with a
79.0%

whopping 82.14% of large cap
funds underperforming their S&P
500 benchmark over the past 5
years4.
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Figure 1: Percentage of Large Cap Funds
Outperformed by Benchmark4

1 “No Minimum Investment Mutual Funds.” Fidelity, www.fidelity.com/mutual-funds/investing-ideas/index-funds?imm_pid=700000001009773&immid=100611&imm_eid=ep35516329

286&gclid= CjwKCAjw--ITqBRB7EiwAZ1c5U0Y0CHZMHtyllBYZ6GyeUUqsP7KOt8uDSVhWWGju9fp9RQs9twUAShoCXtQQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds.
2 “Salt Financial ETFs.” Salt Financial ETFs, 2019, www.salt-funds.com/?_ga=2.265348559.1761400955.1564580863-1808267156.1564415278.
3 “SoFiInvest ETFs.” SoFi, 2019, www.sofi.com/invest/etfs/.
4Soe, Aye, et al. “SPIVAU.S. Scorecard.” S&P DowJones Indices, 2019.
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When evaluating passive strategies, you need to be sure
that the strategy is doing what it was designed to do. If the

“Underperformance has

strategy you are investing in doesn’t track that index very

become a pain point for

well, then it probably isn’t worth keeping around. As such,

active management and a

tracking error, or the deviation in performance from the
benchmark, can be used to determine how well the passive

golden ticket for passive
management.”

strategy follows the index it is designed to mimic.

WHAT IS ACTIVE MANAGEMENT?
Active management is a type of investing strategy where the manager is attempting to outperform
a stated index by actively picking which securities to invest in and which securities to avoid. Active
managers typically attempt to utilize a competitive advantage they have when it comes to investing.
Some managers may have certain industry experience that they think makes them a better judge of
companies, or perhaps they have an exceptional level of financial acumen giving them an
advantage over their peers.
Active investing strategies can be evaluated in numerous ways; however, we believe there are a few
elements worth monitoring closely to ensure an investor is getting what they pay for. Style drift and
closet indexing are two issues that can present themselves in actively managed strategies. Style drift
occurs when the strategy begins to deviate away from the asset class it is supposed to target. If
style drift is an issue, the manager is incorporating investments outside of their targeted asset class.
This can be problematic because the portfolio you believe you had constructed no longer exists and
the various asset classes do not work together as planned 5. Closet indexing is another issue that
should be noted. Due to the difficulty of outperforming the index, actively managed strategies can
become closet index tracking strategies. Closet indexing can cause investors to overpay due to the
hope that their active manager will outperform when their performance is projected to match the
benchmark.6
5 Esposito, Allie. “The Trouble with Style Drift.” Factset, 13 Nov. 2018, insight.factset.com/the-trouble-with-style-drift.

6 Fong, Wai Mun. “On the Impact of Closet Indexing in Active Fund Management.” Journal of Performance Measurement, 2016, pdfs.semanticscholar.org/2dc0/ 9324c1176b859c387b977086042fd50dfee1.pdf.
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HOW AND WHERE DO THESE STRATEGIES FIT IN A
PORTFOLIO?
Both active and passive management can be justified for
use in a portfolio. Passive management is shown to work
effectively for domestic large cap equity and intermediate
fixed income (with the exception of high yield), while active
management is shown to be effective for international
equity, REITS, and some small cap equities. 7
Not only have these types of strategies been shown to
perform well in their respective asset classes, but they also
perform well in particular types of market environments.
Active management can outperform in bear markets and
times of high volatility. Passive management can perform
well in bull markets with high correlations and low volatility,
or a “rising tide lifts all ships” environment. 7

Figure 2: Active versus Passive Market
Environment Comparison 7

SYSTEMATIC VS. DISCRETIONARY: A FRESH
PERSPECTIVE
Perhaps the debate of passive and active management is slightly misguided. In consideration of
such, we propose a unique view of these types of strategies and an overhaul of how they are
defined. Rather than passive or active, we believe these strategies are more appropriately classified
as systematic or discretionary. Discretionary would be the more appropriate name for active
strategies because they require a manager to make investment choices on a discretionary basis.

7

Du, Jianan, et al. “Active vs. Passive Asset Management Investigation Of The Asset Class And Manager Selection Decisions.” Envestnet PMC, 2014.
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Discretion is a key term here because it appropriately defines the actions of the investment
manager as an individual choice or judgment. These discretionary strategies are thus a
combination of many individual choices and judgements all happening at different times for
different reasons, the reasons for which could all vary greatly. As such, you are relying on an
individual or collection of individuals to attempt to make similar good decisions as they have done
in the past and to repeat those year after year.
This leaves us with the reclassification of passive investing. We believe that passive is the incorrect
terminology because there was action required by an investment manager at the inception of
these strategies.8 Therefore, they were created with intent and purpose. In our opinion, the name
systematic better suits these strategies because they are run entirely based on a set of rules and
do not deviate from them. Systematic strategies ensure that investments are executed with
discipline and remove many emotional or behavioral biases from the picture.
If you are familiar with our work, you should be able to pinpoint our preferred method of investing
based on our new perspective above. That’s right, we are fans of all things systematic, including
our investment strategies. This is not to say that all systematic strategies are great, and all
discretionary strategies are bad. Within these categories there are still winners and losers. In our
opinion, there are many systematic strategies that are based on flawed index methodologies (see
our whitepaper on Index Weighting for more information) or simply do not work when
implemented in a real-world setting. On the flip side, discretionary managers can operate in asset
classes where they can earn their keep and warrant a position in a portfolio. All in all, we believe
that behavioral biases and emotional responses are extremely prevalent in the investment
landscape, so leaving strategy determination to the sole discretion of an investment manager can
often be detrimental to a portfolio. We believe a repetitious, rules-based system designed to
eliminate emotion from the investment process is a much better alternative.

8

Sorenson, Clint. “The Future of Investing: Direct Indexing”, May 2019
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DISCLOSURE:
Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. This is WealthShield’s current assessment
of the market and may be changed without notice. The visuals shown are for illustrative
purposes only and do not guarantee success or certain level of performance. This material
contains projections, forecasts, estimates, beliefs and similar information (“forward looking
information”). Forward looking information is subject to inherent uncertainties and
qualifications and is based on numerous assumptions, in each case whether or not identified
herein. It is provided for informational purposes only and should not be considered a
recommendation to buy or sell securities or a guarantee of future results.
This information may be taken, in part, from external sources. We believe these external
sources to be reliable, but no warranty is made as to accuracy. This material is not financial
advice or an offer to sell any product. There is no guarantee of the future performance of any
WealthShield portfolio. The investment strategies discussed may not be suitable for all
investors. Before investing, consider your investment objectives and WealthShield's charges
and expenses. All investment strategies have the potential for profit or loss.
Benchmarks: The index / indices used by WealthShield have not been selected to represent
an appropriate benchmark to compare an investor’s performance, but rather are disclosed
for informational purposes. Detailed information regarding the indices is available upon
request. The volatility of the indices may be materially different than that of the portfolio.
WealthShield is a registered investment adviser. Registration does not imply a certain level of
skill or training. More information about WealthShield including its advisory services and fee
schedule can be found in Form ADV Part 2 which is available upon request.
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